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Antonio Carraro's participation in the upcoming Eima 2018 Expo is hotly anticipated. The company based
in the Veneto region will present many innovations at an impressive and completely new stand which the
best architects of BolognaFiere have gone out of their way to set up. Albano Carrisi, a well known
international pop star who has been a loyal customer of Antonio Carraro since 1964, will also feature in a
spot video and attend the stand in person.
The most important technological developments are with regard to Series R, which will be presented at
the fair for the first time with tracked models. There will be a total of seven tractors, each with 98 hp
engine and Actio™ full chassis with oscillation in various configurations: steering, articulated, with low
centre of gravity, with wide track and oversized wheelbase that increases stability, traction capacity and
operating comfort. The clearances remain contained, with the height of the bonnet the lowest of the
category (1125 mm for the TGF model). The models have, in addition to upgraded Phase 3B engines,
evolved hydraulics and a platform with everything you need to drive in comfort.
Also in the limelight will be the Tony Series, a family of compact isodiametric tractors with softwarecontrolled continuous drive for specialist agricultural work. There will be two new models on display for
agricultural and civil use.
Another AC "family" being extended is that of the Infinity Series, specialised tractors with hydrostatic
drive and 3 automatic speed gears engaged under load, ideal for work on slopes, and an articulated
steering chassis and wide wheelbase for haymaking.
Also worth a mention are the super compact Tigre and TMajor for specialist agricultural work on hills, in
the mountains or on flat land, typical of crops in the basin of the Mediterranean. It is a fortunate and super
reliable series of medium power tractors appreciated by professional farmers and sophisticated hobby
farmers alike.
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